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This unit has 3 learning outcomes. 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
 

The learner will: 
 

The learner can: 

1. Understand that a career is important for 
personal and financial reasons. 

1.1. Explain what is meant by ‘career’ and what 
could entail a successful career. 

1.2. Describe the career of someone he/she 
considers successful, and explain the 
advantages resulting from that success.  
 

2. Know how personal qualities relate to 
career choices. 

2.1. Describe how personal qualities can affect 
career choice. 

2.2. Assess own personal qualities, including 
strengths and areas requiring 
development, and relate them to possible 
career choices. 
 

3. Understand what is meant by employability 
and what skills are required to manage 
own career development. 

 

3.1. Compare definitions of employability and 
explain what it means to him/her 
personally. 

3.2. Explain what is meant by career 
development, and relate it to a chosen 
career or vocational area. 

3.3. Describe ways in which he or she can 
improve own employability both now and 
in the future. 
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Owning Body 
 

NOCN 

Unit Grading System 
 

PASS 

Unit Sector/Subject Area 
 

14.2 

Availability for Use  
 

Shared – open to all ABs to award credit 
 

Purpose and Aim of the Unit 
 
 
 

This unit is intended to help learners 
understand that a career is important in our 
society, and how they can enhance their 
employability. 

Guidance for developing assessment 
arrangements for the unit  
(if appropriate) 
 

N/A 

Additional Assessment Requirements 
specified by a sector or regulatory body  
(if appropriate) 
 

N/A 

Details of relationship between the Unit and 
the relevant NOS or other professional 
standards or curricula  
(if appropriate) 
 

N/A 

Support for the Unit from a SSC or other 
appropriate body (if required) 
 

N/A 

 


